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In this study involving blended learning in higher education, a Basics of Law (5 ECTS) course was implemented using a flipped classroom approach and a learning diary. Forty-six (N=46) students participated in a study that evaluated the students’ experience of the course implementation. The specific objective of the study was to analyze students’ opinions on how the flipped classroom, learning materials, and learning diary were experienced and how these could be developed. Quantitative and qualitative data were analyzed, and students felt the flipped classroom was a practical model for promoting learning in blended learning and legal courses. The flipped classroom and learning diary were expressed to promote students to reflect on learning and deepen their understanding of the subject. The flipped classroom encouraged students to take a more active role in their learning process and enhanced their self-directing skills. The learning diary allowed the whole learning process to be considered in the assessment, and it was suitable to be used instead of an exam. The importance of well-designed course materials and face-to-face classes emerged from the responses. For development purposes, the classroom activities should be carefully pre-planned to activate students for joint discussions and exchanging of ideas. As the main contribution, this study supports that the learning diary is effective in enhancing learning along with the flipped classroom and verifies that the use of these together can be recommended. This research also highlights that the instructor’s inspiring and coaching attitude has a positive impact on students’ learning motivation.

Many previous studies show that the flipped classroom can promote students’ learning (Bishop & Verleger, 2013; Davis et al., 2013; Hung, 2015; Lage et al., 2000; Lemmer, 2013; Lithos & Larrington, 2013; Love et al., 2014; Taylor, 2016 Zainuddin & Perera, 2019), and the use of this pedagogical model in blended learning courses has become a popular practice in higher education. The flipped classroom is one form of blended learning utilizing both face-to-face classroom teaching and online learning. The digital learning activities are used during classroom teaching, while the online learning materials are offered for students to work with outside of the classroom (Blinc et al., 2010; Bower, 2015). Flipping means that the teaching process is turned upside down; before class or during online teaching, students study independently according to the given instructions (Educause, 2012; Lage et al., 2000). Lectures are recorded and shared beforehand, so time spent on lecturing during class is now used on discussions and understanding the dealt phenomena more profoundly. Teaching is focused to deepen the students’ learning rather than just sharing information (Abeyesekera & Dawson, 2015; Bishop & Verleger, 2013). There are many ways to implement flipped classrooms, and each teacher uses it in the way they have experienced to best promote learning (Ash, 2012).

A learning diary can be used to activate students to reflect on course content and their learning in general (Varner & Peck, 2003), regardless of course modality. With the help of the learning diary, besides the knowledge of the course content, the student's entire learning process can be considered in the evaluation of the course (Brown, 2004). While the flipped classroom and the learning diary have been widely studied in previous studies, there has not much research available on using them together.

Karelia University of Applied Sciences is a higher education institution in Finland that offers a Basics of Law course (5 ECTS) in the Business Studies curriculum. The course aims that business students can learn the provisions of the law and interpret regulations essentially related to their profession. The content of the course includes inter alia, legal order, as well as basic concepts of law, contract law, and company law. Usually, the students don't have any previous studies of legislation or knowledge of the interpretation of the law. The content of the course has been found difficult to learn and many students have failed the course when the course has included only an exam as an assessment method. Also, the exam has not activated students for a deeper studying and reflection of course subjects.

In this study, the Basics of Law course was implemented utilizing the flipped classroom pedagogical model to address the challenges of previous implementations of the course. The purpose of this study was to analyze and reflect on the implementation of the flipped classroom and the use of a learning diary along with the model. The flipped classroom and the learning diary were initially considered to promote and activate students along their learning process. The learning diary was planned to use for course assessment instead of the exam. Students’ opinions were inquired through an online survey, and the quantitative and qualitative data were analyzed to find out especially how the flipped classroom, used learning materials, and the learning diary were experienced among students. Concerning the
challenges found from the survey, it is discussed how the flipped classroom model can be developed further. The following research questions were defined for the study:

RQ1: Is the flipped classroom suitable for studying the law?

RQ2: How do the learning materials, learning diary, and face-to-face lessons support learning?

RQ3: How can the flipped classroom model enhanced with learning diary be further developed?

This research presents the course design and the used flipped classroom model enhanced with a learning diary in detail. The results offer useful practices and observed shortcomings of the model. These can be utilized in proving the course in the future. The study can assist other teachers in arranging their courses along with the flipped classroom and expand ideas of planning and implementation of their courses. Also, it is important to provide the best means of studying for students in the course and to increase their expertise in studying the subject. Based on the conducted research, it is finally presented whether the use of the flipped classroom and the learning diary in blended learning law courses can be recommended.

Background Literature

Blended Learning in Higher Education

Blended learning has become increasingly used in higher education (Bluc et al., 2010; Singh, 2006; Bonk et al., 2004), and there are many ways to understand it as it is flexible and context-dependent on the concept (Friesen, 2012). Bluc et al.,(2007) defined blended learning as integrating technology-mediated learning into other learning experiences. Besides face-to-face, blended learning also involves technologically-mediated interactions between students, teachers, and learning resources. Also, Friesen (2012) highlighted that blended learning includes the use of digital media teaching and the requirement for physical co-presence of teachers and students. According to Bonk and Graham (2006) blended learning occurs, for example, when students discuss ideas in an asynchronous forum, participate in a synchronous chat, or video conference when course meetings are conducted virtually rather than face-to-face. Blended learning can supplement course activities with online articles and simulations, as another example. Students can participate in lectures remotely or instructors can collaboratively teach a class from different locations.

Blended synchronous learning can offer a more inclusive learning experience for students who cannot participate physically in classes. Students can participate in classes with synchronous technologies such as video conferencing tools (Bower et al., 2015). This enables the course to be delivered to a large section of students (White et al., 2010), and online and campus students can be integrated in real-time in the same classroom (Cunningham, 2014). The synchronous environment can promote social interactions and live meetings encourage students to be active in discussions and foster meaningful collaboration (Park & Bonk, 2007).

Learning technologies play a key part in the facilitation of teaching in blended learning. Technology enables distance learning and sharing learning materials online. Löfström and Nevgi (2007) found that, generally, teachers use ICT for two basic functions in teaching. First, the ICT is used to distribute course material via the web, and second, to create interactive and collaborative learning opportunities for students. Bonk et al. (2006) discovered that the majority of teachers who had experience using web technologies in their teaching were also using blended learning in their teaching. It should be noted that technology may also divert students from actual learning activities and teachers must align the usage of the technological tools to the learning outcomes of a course (Minocha, 2009). According to Harris and colleagues (2009), “the technology should be subservient to the function of teaching and the desired learning outcomes” (p. 21). The main focus of blended learning should be on the learning and learning outcomes aspect and not so much on the technology aspect (Harris et al., 2009; Sloman, 2007). When implementing blended learning, the human behavioral factors cannot be ignored over content and technological selection (Mitchell & Honore, 2007). On the other hand, Bonk et al. (2006) pointed out that in addition to general trends of blended learning, it’s good to focus on the pedagogy and technology used in blended learning environments.

Technology can be used to employ pedagogy of different learning theories in blended learning. The idea of constructivism is on constructing knowledge in a meaningful way and through active engagement (Jonassen et al, 1999). Meaning-making occurs when different parts of external information are conceptually woven together, or external information and the learner’s previous knowledge are integrated to generate new knowledge (Lim et al., 2009). Constructivist learning theories such as activity theory, social constructivism, and situated learning can be empowered through the use of learning technology. The teacher acts as a facilitator of learning and the responsibility of learning is on the student (Ford & Lott, n.d.). For example, social software tools can be used to support a social constructivist approach engaging students in social networks and move e-learning beyond learning management systems (Dalsgaard, 2006). Integrating technologies into the learning environment enable students to access information, develop applications, and communicate with other students. Learning activities and multimedia can be used to enhance traditional teaching methods (Neo, 2007). Overall, the attitude and motivation of
learners are very significant in virtual learning (Mitchell & Honore, 2007), and the importance of student motivation and its relationship to course outcomes (Klein et al., 2006) should be noticed in blended learning.

Integrating technologies into learning environments imposes new requirements for the teacher to teach. Teachers have reported the biggest problems for students’ learning are the lack of time management skills and deficiencies in the usability of the technology. Students have thought that one of the biggest obstacles is the lack of practical ICT usability (Löfström et al., 2007). Mastering technology and using pedagogical solutions simultaneously with distance and contact students can increase the cognitive load felt by teachers. The availability of teaching assistants could reduce the experienced load (Bower, 2015; Cunningham, 2014; Hyttinen & Hatakka, 2020). The implementation of a successful blended learning program requires alignment of institutional, faculty, and student goals (Moskal et al., 2012).

The Flipped Classroom

The flipped classroom or inverted classroom can be seen as one form of blended learning: “Inverting the classroom means that events that have traditionally taken place inside the classroom now take place outside the classroom and vice versa” (Lage et al., 2000, p. 34). The flipped classroom is based on the concepts of active learning, student engagement, hybrid course design, and course podcasting. The value of flipped classrooms is in repurposing the classroom time into workshops and the teacher's role is to act as coaches and encourage students in the class (Educause, 2012).

There is no one right way to implement a flipped classroom model and flipping can take many forms. According to Bishop and Verleger (2013), the flipped classroom is a pedagogical method that utilizes video lectures, incorporates problem-based homework, and uses group activities face-to-face. The general idea is that learners access learning videos, interactive lessons, and other instructions in advance in an online learning environment, while classroom time is spent on practicing, working on ideas, clarifying complicated concepts, problem-solving, and analysis (Abeysekera & Dawson, 2015; Akçayır & Akçayır, 2018; Ash, 2012; Bergmann & Sams, 2012; Masland & Gizdarska, 2018; Munir et al., 2018; Taylor, 2016; Tucker, 2012). In addition, more time is allowed for one-on-one interaction with students in the classroom (Lage et al., 2000).

Students’ perceptions about the flipped classroom are found to be generally positive. Students prefer interactive classroom activities over lectures and in-person lectures over video lectures. Studies show that students learning is improved compared to traditional classroom teaching (Bishop & Verleger, 2013). It has also been argued that flipped approaches might improve student motivation and help manage cognitive load (Abeysekera & Dawson, 2015). According to Akçayır & Akçayır (2018), the most frequently reported advantage of the flipped classroom is the improvement of student learning performance, and the majority of the challenges are related to out-of-class activities, such as inadequate student preparation before class.

The Flipped Classroom in Courses

Lage and colleagues (2000) used the flipped classroom in their economics course. They offered videotaped lectures, lectures in PowerPoint with sound, lecture handouts, and additional resources on the course homepage for students to prepare to discuss the materials in class. Students preferred the flipped classroom over a traditional lecture and they felt they had learned more than in a normal lecture. Students also liked the peer group work and most students enjoyed working in groups. Love and colleagues (2014) used a flipped classroom in a linear algebra course. They found that flipped classroom students had a more significant increase in sequential exams compared to the students in the traditional lectures, although their performance on the final exam was similar. Students felt the experience of the flipped classroom was very positive and particularly the collaboration between students and the instructional videos. Choi (2013) applied the inverted classroom concept to teach software engineering courses and compared it to the traditional instructor-led training. Inverted classroom students better understood the content of the subjects from teamwork and fast instructor feedback was found to facilitate learning.

Day and Foley (2006) used the flipped classroom and web lectures in an introductory human-computer interaction course. They used traditional lectures and web lectures in teaching and the web lecture section's grades were found significantly higher. Hsieh and colleagues (2017) utilized a flipped classroom model for learners of English to teach English idioms. They found that the participants' motivation was enhanced; students were also more active using idioms in class, and their idiomatic knowledge was significantly improved. Additionally, Hung (2015) integrated the flipped classroom into language teaching and discovered that structured and semi-structured flipped lessons are more effective than regular lessons. The flipped lessons helped students to achieve better learning outcomes and dedicate more effort to the learning process.

Zaimuddin and Perera (2019) studied the differences between a flipped classroom and a non-flipped classroom instructional model. The findings indicated that flipped classroom students were more competent in handling online tasks and activities as well as controlling
their learning outcomes. The flipped classroom also fostered better peer interaction and independent learning skills among students. Students were motivated by the video-recorded lectures, self-regulated learning environments, engagement in-class activities, and peer interaction.

There is also criticism towards the flipped classroom approach. The challenge can be the use of the model as an excuse to continue bad teaching without reflection. The teaching might cause problems for teachers who value interaction and spontaneity during lectures. Students are not able to get an immediate answer to their questions if lectures are viewed at home, and implementing the flipped classroom requires more time from the instructor. The more complex the lectures and learning objects are, the more time is required (Arnold-Garza, 2014; Lage et al., 2000; Munir et al., 2018).

Besides creating learning materials, there might be a need to get acquainted with new technologies. The model is beneficial for students who like to study in peace, but it may be detrimental to students who are unable to work independently and cannot manage their own time and studying. The flipped classroom model puts more of the responsibility for learning on the shoulders of students (Arnold-Garza, 2014; Ash, 2012; Educause, 2012).

The Flipped Classroom in Legal Courses

Lemmer (2013) studied the flipped classroom in a legal research course with international students enrolled in LL.M. programs in U.S. law schools. The objective of the course was to develop students’ ability to find, retrieve, analyze, and use legal information. Usually, the course included lectures; however, now the class time was repurposed into a learning lab where students tested their skills and acquired knowledge by researching a hypothetical situation.

The flipped classroom model provided the opportunity to work in teams and apply knowledge to challenging research hypotheticals in a directed and guided environment. Students gave the flipped classroom relatively high marks in the anonymous student course evaluations, and Lemmer (2013) argued that the flipped classroom effectively prepares students for the practice of law and further scholarly work. The flipped classroom model responded to increasing calls to educate students in information technology, while the flipped classroom labs offered a possibility to prepare students for the practice of law in a digital environment. During the study, Lemmer noticed that student involvement in the class increased. The lab sessions provided instant feedback for the instructor of what was working, and as a result of the lab interactions, a deeper instructor-student relationship was developed. The flipped classroom provides an opportunity for students to work collaboratively and for faculty to engage more closely with students. Furthermore, using the flipped classroom required a little financial investment (Lemmer, 2013).

In a different study, Castan and Hyams (2017) introduced a study where law teachers piloted a semi-flipped series of short videos, supported by online and in-class activities with first-year law students. The aims were to provide the information and materials engagingly and appropriately and to use the class time on application and interactive activities. The length of the videos varied between 4 and 12 minutes and a series of short multiple-choice quizzes followed each video to support student learning. They found that there was no significant improvement in students’ performance and the videos were the most positively perceived aspect. Students found the videos very useful for learning. Videos taught students skills such as basic legal language that supports their reading of the legal textbook. Students valued the ability to replay the videos, take notes, and learn the material at their own pace. Many students expressed that the length of the videos should have been shortened and the presenter should have spoken more slowly. Students preferred a video duration of 10 minutes or less. Students reported that quizzes reinforced what was learned from the videos and what was important information. Castan and Hyams (2017) concluded that a fully flipped is not preferred for their students, although students felt largely positive about the combination of online and in-class teaching.

DeAngelis (2017) used the flipped classroom for a large class of students. He used the four-step method: (a) deliver information, (b) use the information, (c) re-examine the information, and (d) assess the learning. Delivering information outside the class, he used an interactive text that included links to videos, websites, and blogs. Class time was used to work with the information in small discussion groups. After working, there was an early assessment, and the results were used in the second class to concentrate on concepts that showed poor results. Learning in every module was assessed through an online assessment. According to DeAngelis (2017), the student experiences of teaching were found overwhelmingly positive and students who commented otherwise have expressed not to be challenged to have to think during class.

Other researchers, Lihosit and Larrington (2013), presented in their research how to create a flipped class structure on the existing class syllabus. They used the flipped classroom in their Advanced Legal Research course; they argued that flipping can greatly benefit legal research instructions. They found that learning objectives were a critical element of flipping course material. The learning objectives should be written for each lesson; the learning videos should be short and must cover the most critical content of the course. They also found that students weren’t very responsive to general
questions, and they had to ask questions to get them to talk about their process. On the other hand, Taylor (2016) flipped several classes in her legal research course and found that flipping classes increased students’ engagement. Resulting from literature and her experience, Taylor identified five reasons to flip a legal research class: (a) increase student engagement, (b) put research skills into practice, (c) create opportunities for formative assessment, (d) reach a wider range of students, and (e) encourage the development of “soft” skills.

Finally, Davis et al. (2013) used the flipped classroom in teaching legal research to promote active learning. Students were introduced to course content before face-to-face meetings, and the classroom time was used for hands-on legal research exercises. They supported different learning styles by using print, audio, and video in pre-learning materials. The advantage of flipping the classroom was the shifted emphasis from gathering research sources to analysis and creation of research strategies. Students were more engaged, asked more complex questions, and missed fewer important sources of authority.

**Learning Diary**

Learning diaries or learning journals have been widely used in learning. Learning diaries can be used in various ways and the term can have a different meaning for teachers. Some teachers use learning diaries only for reflection, while others may require more such as integrating experiences, observations, and readings. Common to all learning diaries is that students write and reflect on their experiences related to the course content (Boonyasana, 2020; Varner & Peck, 2003). The learning diary provides a means to assess students' ability to reflect. The learning diary helps students to think about new ideas, practical activities, or the way of they are studying; additionally, it stimulates the metacognitive capacity, to reflect upon their thinking capacities (Clipa et al., 2012).

The learning diary can be used to provide a unique insight into the students studying process and to capture, for example, the motivational difficulties in the learning process (Eckerlein et al., 2019). The learning diary can help the instructor better understand students. It shows the students’ point of view from the classes and helps to find problems. With learning diaries, students can widen their scope of knowledge beyond what learned in class, and the results of the learning diary can be used to improve the course experiences (Boonyasana, 2020). Writing the learning diaries can be assisted with the help of computer programs, and the learning diaries can be published allowing learners to read and discuss their peers’ diaries (Nückles et al., 2004). Varner and Peck (2003) have used several years of learning journals with their adult learners in MBA studies. They have found that learning journals have accomplished the objectives to provide students a way to learn and practice the conceptual skills, effectively facilitated comprehension and retention of course material, and served as an effective means of assessing that comprehension.

The learning diary can be used for course assessment. Wallin and Adawi (2018) found that it can be used for formative assessment in self-regulated learning (SRL). They used reflective diaries to assess conceptions of learning and knowledge as well as strategies for monitoring and regulating. The formative assessment during a course can help students to better perform with a summative assessment of the course (Boonyasana, 2020). According to Brown (2004), the assessment should be learner-centered and part of the learning process. If students are asked to write a reflection, it provides a possibility for them to review experiences, describe the development of their study, reflect learning against literature, and express how they develop themselves in the future.

**The Design of the Flipped Classroom Pedagogical Model**

The Basics of Law (5 ECTS) course is mandatory for the first-year Bachelor of Business Administration students (BBA) at Karelia University of Applied Sciences. The course is included in the blended learning curriculum. Most learners are adult learners who have been removed from their previous studies for a longer period of time. In blended learning studies, there are only a couple of face-to-face teaching days in a month. Otherwise, the teaching and learning occur out of the physical classroom online. Mostly, the blended learning courses have included online lecturing, learning materials for students to self-studying with, and learning assessment with exams or reports. Moodle is used as the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) for the courses; for online lecturing, the teachers use a variety of online meeting software such as Adobe Connect, Collaborate, Teams, or Skype.

Previously, the Basics of Law course has included lectures arranged either in a class or online. There has been limited time to ask questions during the lectures, and course assignments are done as homework after the classes. There has not been enough time to go through the learning tasks in detail or arrange deeper discussions of the difficult concepts. The lectures and course materials have prepared students for the course exam in which learning has been assessed. The problem with this structure has been that it has not developed the students' legal thinking and competence enough and success on the exam has been poor. The exam has not taken the
whole learning process into account in the assessment. The learning outcomes and the core content of the course are presented in Appendix A.

Due to the above challenges, the course was redesigned in 2018 using the flipped classroom model. All the lectures were recorded and offered with other learning materials to students before face-to-face teaching. Instead of traditional lecturing, limited classroom time was used for reviewing and discussing deeper the course materials and learning assignments. Students had the opportunity to ask questions about difficult assignments and discuss the subjects that would need deeper understanding. For arranging meaningful learning, different pedagogical models such as collaborative discussions and small group work with teacher guidance were planned for face-to-face utilization. This way, the idea was to implement constructivist pedagogical theories of active and collaborative learning into the course. The objective of the learning diary was to use it to activate students in their learning process to reflect their learning, personal experiences, and the course concepts. The learning diary was designed to support students’ independent working and for the course assessment. The evaluation criteria (Appendix B) were given to the students at the beginning of the course and were also intended to guide the writing of the learning diary.

The content of the course was divided into six study modules. Every study module was an independent topic in Moodle. In addition to study modules, Moodle included topics for course instruction, a learning diary, and students’ feedback. Every study module included self-studying and studying face-to-face with a teacher. Studying face-to-face with the teacher was organized either in a classroom or online (Figure 1). Every study module included a short introduction to the content; content materials such as video lectures, lecture slides, reading materials, additional materials (such as links, videos, legal articles, etc.); and the learning assignments. Students were asked to submit the learning assignments in the given time and prepare to discuss and present their answers in face-to-face sessions. The teacher had time to check students’ answers in advance and find if there were any difficulties or problems that should be discussed together. The students’ participation in online and face-to-face sessions was followed and monitored. In face-to-face, the course assignments were discussed, and difficult course contents were analyzed deeper with teacher guidance. Also, small group work was held where students shared their knowledge and experiences about the subject. The groups presented their opinions and were finally conceived with the teacher to create a common understanding.

The course communication included an asynchronous discussion forum in Moodle for students to present questions about the course and assignments during independent studying. Also, the possibility to ask a question via email or online meeting was offered for students. A timetable for course modules, including submission dates for assignments, was given to students. Otherwise, students could independently plan a studying schedule to meet their working and private life demands. In addition, course communication included weekly reminders and instructions for tasks for that week.

The course evaluation consisted of the creation of a learning diary, doing the course assignments, and active participation in the review of assignments. The course instruction and evaluation criteria for the course were reviewed at the beginning of the course and were visible in Moodle. This way the students were able to reflect on their learning and progress in the course by the evaluation criteria. The evaluation criteria (Appendix B) also guided the writing of the learning diary because students knew how it was assessed. After the course, the feedback for students was written about their learning based on the learning diaries and evaluation criteria. The grading scale for the course was 0-5.

Figure 1
The Implementation of the Flipped Classroom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study module</th>
<th>Classroom/Online teaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent online learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course material</td>
<td>Learning assignments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video lectures, book chapter, articles, Additional material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussions, assignment answers, feedback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and guidance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Methods

A mixed-method was used, and the data was collected through a structured questionnaire given to students at the end of the course. In the last face-to-face classroom session, a short reflection discussion between the students and the teacher was arranged. The teacher’s observations during the course have been utilized in the analysis. The research was conducted by the research ethical principles of the Finnish National Board on Research Integrity (TENK) and the dignity and rights of those the study involved were respected. There was a total of 46 (N=46) students that participated in the course. The questionnaire included open and multiple-choice questions. Answering was completely voluntary, and the students were told what purposes the survey and discourse were for. There were no penalties for non-response, no personal information was collected, and answering the survey was completely anonymous (TENK, 2019).

The questionnaire included eight (8) multiple-choice questions and ten (10) open-ended questions. The multiple-choice questions were implemented on a Likert scale of 1 to 5 (1 = fully disagree, 2 = somewhat disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = agreeing in some part, 5 = fully agree) and was answered by 30 (n=30, 65 %) students. The students’ answers to open questions are analyzed in the results section and the answers are presented in quotations. The answers are coded and referred by questions (Q) and students (S) added by the sequence numbers (e.g., Q1S1 = question one, first student’s answer). Students answered the questions in Finnish and the answers have been translated into English in this paper. The number of respondents to open-ended questions varied from 20 to 29. The research and open-ended questions are presented in Table 1 and multiple-choice questions in Table 2.

Results

The Flipped Classroom in Basics of Law

Students found that the course materials supported flipped classroom learning (Table 2, Q3). In the flipped classroom, attention should be paid to prepare high-quality course material; the course materials used in Basics of Law included recorded video lectures, lecture slides, book chapters regarding the subject, and additional materials such as articles or legal cases. Recorded lectures were found to support learning, but recordings might be not the best form of learning for everyone (Table 2, Q2). Some students prefer face-to-face lectures and the quality, length, or depth of the lecture in the recorded video lecture might not satisfy the student.

Using the Flipped Classroom and Learning Diary

According to participants, the learning assignments and learning diaries helped deepen their learning (Table 2, Q4) as it forced students to reflect on their learning to prior and new-found knowledge. Course communication and scheduling were found to support learning (Table 2, Q6). Communication between students and teachers is essential in the flipped classroom, and the students were kept up to date by sending weekly instruction messages from the learning environment (Moodle). Students were instructed to use email or Moodle’s discussion forum for questions during independent studying. The flipped classroom was felt to increase students’ self-direction in the course (Table 2, Q7). Previous research (Arnold-Garza, 2014; Ash, 2012; Educause, 2012) indicated that the flipped classroom transfers responsibility for learning more to the student, and it is beneficial for students who are capable to study independently. In this study, students had to become acquainted with the subject and prepared learning assignments independently. Students also needed to be prepared for the classroom activities; this required independent working and self-direction skills from students. Some students were not as capable of doing independent work as others and needed more teacher guidance. This might cause that even if flipping was perceived to be functional and useful, students may find it challenging. As the results show, half of all the respondents found the flipped classroom challenging and almost the same amount did not (Table 2, Q8). This gives valuable insight into how diverse the challenge of the model can be felt among students.

The Suitability of the Flipped Classroom for Studying the Law

Students’ Experiences

The flipped classroom was found to be very suitable for studying law and it was experienced positively among students. Students experienced getting more out of the foreign topic if they get acquainted with it before the class: “Well. When a topic is foreign, I think you get more when you first get acquainted with the topic and then get to deepen it in a classroom” (Q1S9). The words “well”, “very well”, “worked well”, “suited me well” were repeated often when asked about the suitability of the flipped classroom to law studies. Law studies are mostly knowledge-based studies that require knowing the regulations, related literature, and interpreting the provisions in a particular individual case. The flipped classroom is suitable especially for law studies because students need to seek and reflect on information which in turn promotes learning, which was reflected in students’ comments:
Table 1
The Research and Open-ended Survey Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research question</th>
<th>Open-ended questions</th>
<th>Responses (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1: Is the flipped classroom suitable for studying the law?</td>
<td>Q1: How was flipped classroom teaching suitable for studying the law?</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q2: What were the challenges associated with flipped classroom teaching?</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q3: What was good about flipped classroom teaching?</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2: How do the learning materials, learning diary, and face-</td>
<td>Q4: How did course materials, recorded lectures, learning assignments, and a learning</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to-face lessons support learning?</td>
<td>diary help independent learning?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q5: How did the face-to-face lessons support flipped classroom learning?</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q6: How did the learning environment Moodle and other technologies support learning?</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q7: How did course communication and scheduling support learning?</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3: How can the flipped classroom model, enhanced with</td>
<td>Q8: How well do you feel you learned in flipped classroom teaching compared to</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning diary, be further developed?</td>
<td>traditional teacher-led lecture teaching?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q9: How could the teaching and used method be developed?</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q10: What else do you want to tell?</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• “Fits me well because I like to search and reflect on information” (Q1S2).
• “I think well because that is how information retrieval and legal interpretation can be practiced” (Q1S7).
• “It is easier to internalize matters because you have to work and find answers to questions about topics and tasks” (Q1S20).

Merely reading the regulations in a lecture might be frustrating for some students. As one student wrote, “I think it works well because the law is so logical. You can study these things yourself and look for the law. It might be frustrating to read laws together in lessons” (Q1S19). The implementation of the course and suitability of the flipped classroom was experienced so well that the model was also desired to be used for subsequent law courses: “The implementation of the course was good. -- Hopefully, other law courses will also be conducted using the same method” (Q10S10). Although the flipped classroom implementation was perceived to be suitable for law studies, it was also recognized that it may not be suitable for everyone: “This was a pretty good way but may not be suitable for all students” (Q1S21).

The flipped classroom was perceived as a good way to study, especially in blended learning studies:
• “Works well in blended learning” (Q3S4).
• “Especially functional in blended learning…” (Q3S9).
• “Extensively suitable for blended learning studies…” (Q3S18).

Additionally, the whole course was found to be well organized:
• “Overall a very well-organized course” (Q10S11).
• “The whole course was well planned & executed” (Q10S3).
• “…The whole course was very well prepared” (Q4S17).

In this case, blended learning studies meant technologically integrated studies that included only a few face-to-face lessons in a month. Significant digital material was used in the course, and the learning environment helped to distribute this material to students. The student was responsible for learning and processing the shared materials. As one student concluded, “Unlimited amounts of digital learning material are available online, and listening to lectures,
for example, at home, makes sense. The priority is to be able to utilize, filter, and retrieve information from the right sources. Very good and recommended form of study” (Q6S20).

The flipped classroom was found to deepen students learning: “Teaching the face-to-face and going through the assignments deepened the learning after getting to know subjects in advance…” (Q3S13). Studying with a flipped classroom model was found to be much more in-depth and the topics of the course were well covered: “The studying was much more in-depth; the topic was well covered and they were also chewed in their free time” (Q4S1). One student described, “I learned to understand things better because I have to think things through more. Studying is practical” (Q3S21).

The flipped classroom model forced students to find information and to study subjects independently. This was found to increase students’ interest - “Forces to find the information yourself that increases interest in the topic” (Q3S6) - and the memorability - “The student has to think and find out for himself. At least that's how I feel that the subject is more memorable” (Q3S23) of the topic. Also, when subjects were clarified before class, the lesson could be followed better: “Things had already been clarified by the time the class came and the teaching could be followed well” (Q3S10).

The emphasis in the flipped classroom is on independent studying, and the model works for students if they have enough time to concentrate on their studies. One student noted, “Emphasizes own independent study. Works if you have time to search for information for hours. It takes a lot of time for this” (Q1S8). Students' activity during the course was found to be very crucial: “Own activity is crucial. If, for example, you are not present during the lessons and ask if you have answered differently, you don’t know if there is a problem with your answer” (Q10S6). The students need to take initiative and work hard to search for the right legislation and relevant cases, which takes time. As such, for some students, the flipped classroom is not necessarily found to be the most effective way to study: “Requires a lot of initiative from the student to seek information on legislation and case studies. Not necessarily the most effective way to study” (Q1S11).

Free scheduling of studying was perceived as a good side of the model in many responses: “I was able to

### Table 2

**Table 2**

*Results of Multiple Choice-Questions*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Confidence Interval</th>
<th>Mdn</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1. The face-to-face lessons helped deepen the learning.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>3.35-4.18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2. The recorded lectures supported flipped classroom learning.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>4.00-4.62</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3. Course material supported flipped classroom learning.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>4.30-4.67</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4. Learning assignments and a learning diary helped deepen learning.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>4.35-4.72</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5. Flipped classroom teaching is suitable for studying law.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>4.00-4.62</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6. Course communication and scheduling supported flipped classroom learning.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>4.30-4.77</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7. Flipped classroom teaching increases self-direction.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>4.23-4.80</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8. Flipped classroom learning is challenging for the student.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>2.53-3.53</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
schedule according to my own going and desires” (Q3S2); “In my peace, I got to get acquainted with things and choose the pace” (Q3S7); and “Free scheduling, tasks could be done when they suited you best” (Q3S24). The model offered students an opportunity to accomplish their studies at their own pace and the flipped classroom was perceived as a stress-free type of learning. As one student expressed, “Got in peace to make a schedule for my own doing and complete the course in my peace. Stress-free learning” (Q3S1). Free scheduling allowed students to study and delve into topics when it best suited them. However, students needed to adhere to a certain course schedule within which they could decide when to study.

Requirements for Teachers

The flipped classroom requires that teachers have an encouraging attitude and coaching approach in teaching: “The inspiring attitude of the teacher was Plus!” (Q3S14). Flipped classroom teaching also requires the teacher to have the right and encouraging attitude, the so-called coaching approach. It succeeded in this course” (Q10S17). The instructor's role in the course was more like a facilitator and activator of students than a normal lecturer. The instructor was actively facilitating the studying, helped students when needed, and ensured that the schedule was adhered to: “The teacher is active in ensuring that the schedule is adhered to and the sub-areas were divided into smart packages. Facilitated study” (Q3S18). The teaching was perceived to be good even though the topic of the course was found to be quite heavy: “Good teaching, even though the topic of the course was quite heavy” (Q10S14); “…teaching was also of high quality…” (Q10S10).

Challenges

There were also challenges that students experienced during studying. The requirement of self-direction - “The only challenge was self-direction and self-employment” (Q2S5) - adhering to the course schedule - “Timetables” (Q2S6) - motivation to seek information - “Motivation to seek information independently from different sources” (Q2S11) - and the fact that the studying took more time - “The fact that it takes a lot more time to study when you have to look up all the information yourself and borrow books and the like” (Q2S8) were all perceived to be challenging.

The studying in the course was largely independent studying with course materials, so naturally, the above mentioned was perceived as a challenge. The above-mentioned challenges were generally related to completing the course. Besides those, there were also challenges related to learning the course content: “The interpretation of the legal text was challenging for me and it took time to understand and comprehend it correctly” (Q2S7).

One challenge of the flipped classroom, which is discussed also in previous studies, was that students needed to manage themselves and they can’t get an immediate answer to their questions like in face-to-face lectures (Arnold-Garza 2014; Lage et al. 2000). In this regard, one student (Q2S13) wrote, “I had to find out for myself, and I couldn't ask the teacher directly during the lectures.” Another student added that the challenge is to “Get reassurance that you have understood things correctly-- The student has a responsibility to ask but does not always understand” (Q2S17). Also, one student expressed this: “The student has to figure out the information him/herself and this way can come across things you are not quite sure about. (Q2S24). While it was possible to ask questions during independent studying, not only during the face-to-face teaching, everyone may not have realized this. It was also possible to contact the instructor via Moodle and by email during independent studying. Enough time must be allowed for self-studying and assignments, but this time shouldn't be too long: “There was a long time between going through the tasks and submitting so I forgot what subjects contained” (Q2S21). During independent studying, there were no collaborative assignments, and this was noticed as one challenge: “Discussion with other students remained meager” (Q2S25).

As a summary of the section, the students experienced that the flipped classroom was suitable for studying law and they can get more out of a foreign topic if they get acquainted with it before class. The flipped classroom was found to deepen students learning. The studying was found to be much more in-depth because of the need to seek and reflect on information. The flipped classroom was perceived as a good model to study in blended learning studies. The model requires substantial independent studying, and it works for students if they have enough time to concentrate on their studies. Independent studying was also perceived as a challenge in some responses; it was noticed that the flipped classroom model might not be suitable for every student. Free scheduling was perceived to support independent studying and helped students to arrange studying to match their private schedules. The encouraging attitude and coaching approach of the teacher was noticed as an important aspect in students’ learning and motivation.

The Learning Materials, Learning Diary, and Face-to-face Lessons in Support Learning

Learning Materials

The learning materials, learning diary, and face-to-face lessons were found to enhance and deepen the
learning. As one student wrote, “The materials helped with doing the learning assignments, the lectures provided information and the learning diary deepened the learning” (Q4S4). Another student answered that “Supported studying, the lectures provided basic information and the learning was deepened with assignments and materials, focusing on the sources” (Q4S8). The purpose of the recorded lectures was to provide theoretical information, then apply the received knowledge in learning assignments, and finally to process and deepen the learning more in the learning diary. The learning assignments were used to assist students in understanding the topics and to learn how to apply their knowledge in practice: “Learning assignments helped to outline my competence and forced me to seek information on the topic. The materials mainly dealt with the topics covered and the learning diary was used to unpack my knowledge” (Q4S12). The length of the video recordings was a maximum of half an hour, which was found to be a suitable length for students. In addition, being able to watch the recordings whenever wanted was expressed to be a good thing: “The recorded lectures were of suitable length and were good when they were allowed to watch at their own pace” (Q4S13); “After all, it’s a different matter to study with recorded material that can be browsed as needed” (Q4S15).

The learning materials “were comprehensive” (Q4S26), “provided a lot of information” (Q4S2), and “facilitated the acquisition of information” (Q4S3). The relevant learning materials and instructions for course modules were directly and easily available in Moodle. The search for more information was facilitated by providing additional material such as articles and book chapters that addressed the topic in more detail. The learning materials were found to be well prepared: “The materials were well prepared as well as the recorded lectures…” (Q4S17). Furthermore, it was perceived as positive that both a recorded lecture and lecture slides were found on Moodle: “I think the flipped classroom teaching worked very well in studying law. This was probably because the Study Material was well prepared. On the positive side, both a recorded lecture and slides were found on the topic” (Q1S16).

**Learning Diary**

The learning diary was used to reflect learning and to evaluate expertise in the matter, which was noticed in students’ answers: “…In the learning diary, I got to reflect on my learning and topics” (Q4S26). The learning diary was found to support learning and to deepen the learning in many answers: “The learning diary and assignments deepened my learning and thinking” (Q4S13); “the learning diary deepened the learning” (Q4S4); “learning diary supported learning well (Q4S10); “the learning diary was used to unpack my knowledge” (Q4S12). The learning diary was also found to be a better way to study law than taking an exam. This was expressed in one student’s response: “A learning diary was a much better way to study law than taking an exam. Learning was deeper and the law was learned to apply and interpret. There is no need to memorize the law, so a learning diary was a good implementation…” (Q1S12). Although some students did not necessarily like writing a learning diary, they still found it useful: “Ok, I don’t like learning diaries, but this time it worked” (Q4S25).

**Face-to-face Lessons**

In many answers, students felt that the face-to-face lessons helped deepen their learning: “got to deepen learning” (Q5S3); “Going through the assignments face-to-face deepened my learning” (Q1S12); “Learning deepened. It was a better way to get to know things first in advance and then go through things together” (Q5S13). During face-to-face meetings, students were able to verify that they had learned the subjects and if they had done assignments correctly: “In the face-to-face, I was able to review the assignments and found out the correct answers if there were errors in my tasks” (Q5S5), and “You noticed if you had done things right or wrong” (Q5S8). Students also had a chance to evaluate their answers against others and discuss their answers with other students: “In the face-to-face, the answers to the assignments were reviewed, so that you could evaluate your answers to others and get an answer to the questions concerned” (Q5S21). In the face-to-face lesson, students were able to ask questions on other topics and to gain confidence that everything had been understood correctly: “Students can ask and refine their learning and gain confidence that they have understood the idea of the assignments and the learning diary correctly” (Q5S18). The instructor's guidance on unclear topics was expressed to be very important in the face-to-face lesson. Overall, face-to-face lessons were considered to be very important and contact teaching is needed in the flipped classroom, as two students expressed: “Teacher guidance on unclear issues was important. I think contact teaching is needed, it would not make sense to do the course entirely in Moodle” (Q5S20), and “The importance of face-to-face lessons is very significant” (Q5S9).

As a summary of the section, the learning materials, learning diary, and face-to-face lessons were found to enhance and deepen the students’ learning. As described, the materials helped with the assignments, the lectures provided information, and the learning diary deepened the learning. Overall, students emphasized the importance of the quality of learning materials in flipped classroom courses. The video lectures should be concise,
and half-hour recorded lectures were felt to be of appropriate length. The learning diary enabled students to reflect on their learning and was found to support and deepen the learning. Additionally, the learning diary was expressed to be a better way to study law than taking an exam. With the learning diary, the law was learned to apply and interpret. The face-to-face lessons were found important because students were able to verify what they had learned and if they had done the assignments correctly. The instructor’s guidance during face-to-face lessons was expressed to be essential.

Technology, Communication and Other Aspects

Technology-Supported Learning

When asked how the learning environment (Moodle) and other technologies supported learning, the most common answer was “well” and “worked well”. For example, one student wrote that “Learning environments worked well. Moodle's course platform was clear and functional” (Q6S12). Moodle was used for student guidance, information sharing, and submission of learning assignments. The structure of the modules in Moodle was planned as clear as possible. Moodle was perceived to be the most important and integral part of learning in blended learning and a place for sharing information and for submission of assignments as two students commented: “The most important way to learn in blended learning” (Q6S1), and “Moodle is a good platform for storing information and submission tasks” (Q6S13). Furthermore, the learning environment facilitated remote learning: “Moodle and online lectures supported learning well and facilitated learning at home” (Q6S7).

Course Communication

Active communication in the course motivated students to study. As one student simply stated, “Motivated to study” (Q7S6). Communication and teacher guidance in the course helped students to stay on schedule and up to date on what needed to be done. The communication kept the course in good rhythm and assignment submissions were timely as students pointed out: “Helped keep course completion in a good rhythm” (Q7S1), and “The best thing is the scheduling, so you stay in the rhythm and you can't miss work. That’s the way I think you learn best. And a weekly reminder of the work to be done is, I think, a good thing” (Q7S19). Reminding students of what is needed to be done, what is coming next, and when are the submission deadlines was done regularly. Regular communication and the logical and clear structure of the course were found to support studying:

- “Supported well when every week came a message about where to go and what to do” (Q7S3).
- “I especially liked the teacher's way of periodizing and scheduling assignments, and I always got a reminder message about where we were going” (Q7S14).
- “The tasks were divided into weeks” (Q7S4).

Fitting the course schedule to students' timetables was considered important and many of the students were working while studying: “It was good to have a schedule and to be able to add the course to your schedule” (Q7S10).

Traditional Lecturing vs. Flipped Classroom

When compared to traditional teacher-led lecture teaching, the flipped classroom was perceived as a better way to study: “The lectures paved the way for the topic and the student did the final work by reading the course material and doing assignments. This requires the student more effort and familiarizing with the subject, which does better support learning than just lecturing” (Q1S27). The flipped classroom was found a less stressful way to study than traditional teacher-led lecturing; as one student noted, “A much more stress-free, freer, and more comfortable way to understand information and internalize it” (Q8S1). It was also perceived as a more meaningful and inclusive way to learn because of its variability: “The flipped classroom teaching was more meaningful and inclusive learning due to variability than teacher-led lecture teaching” (Q8S5). Students also felt they learned better than normal lecturing. The knowledge was processed and remembered better when it was reflected. One student wrote, “I feel like I learned better. Knowledge was better processed in the way of flipped learning and things were better remembered when reflected in own life” (Q8S12).

The learning was also found deeper with the flipped classroom. One student expressed that he/she learned “more, deeply, more practically” (Q8S9) with the flipped classroom model. The flipped classroom was also perceived to be a better way to learn because the studying could be done at students’ own pace, learning and subjects were needed to be reflected, subjects had to be clarified independently, and subjects had to be covered in more depth and more work had to be done for learning:

- “Much better! The reason for this is that the tasks were allowed to be done at their own pace” (Q8S16).
- “I feel like I learned better. Knowledge was better processed in the way of flipped learning and things were better remembered when reflected in own life” (Q8S12).
- “I feel I learned better because I had to research
and look for things myself” (Q8S25).

- “Better because things got more in-depth and had to work” (Q8S19).

In traditional lecturing, students may not focus properly, and a flipped classroom model requires concentration from students: “Actually, with this, you could learn a little better when you had to think and figure things out for yourself. In lecture teaching you do not necessarily focus so properly all the time” (Q8S21). For some, traditional lecturing is a better way of learning. As one student noted, “I would learn better in teacher-led teaching” (Q8S8). It was noteworthy that the difference between the flipped classroom and traditional lecturing may not be noticed at all: “I don't notice the difference” (Q8S14). This might be because the lectures are the same as in traditional lecturing but are recordings. Some students may need teacher-led instruction and difficult topics may be such where teacher-led studying can be found effective: “In some places, the topics were such that there was a need for face-to-face lectures and discussion/discussion among the class” (Q8S27).

**Development of the Flipped Classroom Model**

Regarding the development of the flipped classroom model and the course, the amount of online and face-to-face teaching could be added: “more online meetings” (Q9S3) and “More contact teaching…” (Q9S7). The content of the lectures and materials can be developed further and diversified: “materials and lectures can always be diversified and renewed” (Q9S2). The correct answer to assignments should be available and shared with students in Moodle. According to one student, “Perhaps the correct answers to the tasks could be available if, for example, you were out of class, there was no idea what was right and what was not” (Q9S8), leaving perhaps more time for discussion face-to-face: “More discussion could take place face-to-face. The answers to the tasks could have been added in Moodle and left to be checked, leaving more time for discussion” (Q9S15). In this implementation, the correct answer to the assignments was only reviewed at lessons (online or face-to-face).

Students also wanted there to be more assignments that require students’ collaboration and exchange of ideas, such as discussion assignments in Moodle. One student responded, “Could it be possible to add a discussion assignment in Moodle to the course? Students would discuss each other on a given topic. This would give everyone new perspectives” (Q9S25). Also, independent tasks from which would be possible to get immediate feedback, such as games, etc. were proposed as development ideas: “There could be independent tasks from which it would be possible to get immediate feedback. For example, game type, etc.” (Q9S18). The learning diary was instructed at the first face-to-face lesson, and it was also discussed during the course; however, it could be instructed in more detail because it is a new acquaintance for many students in first year studies: “The schedule could be slightly relaxed and it would be better to go through the issues related to making a study diary at the beginning of the course” (Q9S19).

As a summary of this section, the technology worked well to enhance students’ learning. Moodle was used as the main learning environment, and it was found clear and functional for flipped classroom courses. Active communication of the instructor motivated students to study, kept the course in a good rhythm, and ensured that the students' submissions were done on time. Overall, the flipped classroom was perceived as a better way to study than traditional lecturing. The flipped classroom required more effort and concentration from students, which supported learning more than lecturing. When developing ideas for the implemented model, the amount of online and face-to-face lessons should be increased. The learning materials could be more interactive and updated, the correct answers to the assignments should be shared with students, and more activating discussions should take place at face-to-face meetings.

**Discussion**

The flipped classroom and learning diary were successfully implemented in the Basics of Law course. Students’ performance in the course was at a very good level and they took an active role in their learning. Forty (40/46) students passed the course. One student failed the course because the learning diary didn't meet the requirements, and five left out the course at the beginning (Figure 2). Most course grades were a 3 or 4. Overall, the learning diaries were generally carefully drafted, and they included reflection on the course topics and learning. In the learning diaries, the students were best able to reflect on learning, but the weakness was legal reflection.

**RQ1: Is the flipped classroom suitable for studying the law?**

This study confirms what has been previously studied in the flipped classroom. The flipped classroom was experienced better compared to normal lecture-based courses (Bishop & Verleger, 2013). The model increased student engagement (Davis et al., 2013; Taylor, 2016), and more students passed the course compared to the implementation with traditional lecturing and exam. Learning was found deeper when topics were explored in advance before discussing them with the instructor. Students’ wrong perceptions of dealt topics could be discussed with the instructor and students...
were able to reflect their thinking to the views of other students. The model was found to be useful especially in blended learning studies when there is no opportunity to arrange a lot of contact teaching. The flipped classroom was found to be very suitable for law studies.

Previous studies argued that the flipped classroom might improve student motivation and help manage cognitive load (Abeysekera & Dawson, 2015). This research shows that besides the flipped classroom, the instructor’s active communication and coaching approach can also have a positive effect on students’ motivation to learn. The model was especially suitable for students who liked to work in their peace and the model placed the responsibility of learning more on the student (Arnold-Garza, 2014; Ash, 2012; Educause, 2012).

Matching the course schedule to every student’s life is a challenge. The flipped classroom model enabled organizing coursework along with students’ schedules. Students could complete the course at their own pace, which promoted stress-free learning. The course schedule provided enough time for studying the materials and preparing the learning tasks.

**RQ2: How did the learning materials, learning diary, and face-to-face lessons support learning?**

The learning diary was an appropriate tool for deepening the learning along with the flipped classroom. The learning diary supports constructive learning when students are reflecting their learning into their previous knowledge (Ford & Lott, n.d.; Jonassen et al., 1999; Lim et al., 2009). With a learning diary, a student’s entire learning process became visible and the instructor could also utilize this in the course evaluation. The learning diary was suitable to be used for course assessment and was found a good alternative for an exam. Hence, it should be made clear to students what is required of the learning diary and how it is assessed.

Writing a learning diary requires special writing skills and it has to be noticed that students have very different levels of writing skills. Students need to express themselves and reflect on their learning in written format, and for some students, this is very challenging. In addition to the learning diary, the courses should also use other assessment methods such as learning assignments or group assignments. Students’ lack of time was one challenge for writing the learning diaries. If students do not have enough time to invest in writing a learning diary, it does not fulfill its idea as a learning tool and the learning then remains superficial.

Studying independently emphasizes the importance of learning materials. Well-prepared materials such as video lectures and learning assignments provided a foundation for learning and supported the writing of a learning diary. The learning materials, such as the learning videos (Castan & Hyams, 2017), were very positively perceived among students. The recorded lectures supported learning (Table 2, Q2), but recordings might not be the best form of learning for everyone; students may prefer traditional face-to-face lectures over recorded lectures (Bishop & Verleger, 2013). The face-to-face and online lessons were found to be very important, and they provided an opportunity to deepen knowledge. Most of the students were well prepared and actively participated in the joint discussions, but some stayed on the side and listened to others.

**RQ3: How can the used flipped classroom model, enhanced with learning diary, be further developed?**

The development of the flipped classroom model should focus on especially how the course assignments are reviewed in a way that the learning is effective and meaningful. It should be carefully pre-planned how the students are activated for collaborative learning, for example in the form of discussions. The flipped classroom required students to have independent knowledge acquisition and learning skills, and the flipped classroom fostered these skills further (Zainuddin & Perera, 2019). Independent learning might be challenging for some students; therefore, learning should be supported not only face-to-face but also during independent studying.

Learning diaries should be implemented using digital learning technologies, such as blogs or documents, shared with the instructor. This way the instructor could monitor and comment on students’ progress during the course. Efforts must be made to ensure that the right topics are learned and students stay on course. The online and face-to-face lessons should be recorded and shared with students after the class. This
allows students to learn even if they are unable to attend the classes.

The preparation of the flipped course took more time than preparing the traditional lecture-based course (Arnold-Garza, 2014; Lage et al., 2000). Preparing the video lectures takes a surprising amount of time, but recordings can be used in the following course implementation. This will reduce the workload in the future. When using the flipped classroom, the instructor should have the required pedagogical skills and an encouraging and coaching attitude. Students should be activated to discussions and share their opinions with other students through a variety of discussion-driven learning tasks.

**Conclusion**

Based on the study the flipped classroom and learning diary used together in blended learning courses is an effective way to foster learning. The use of these can be recommended in higher education and law studies. The learning diary boosts the flipped classroom method, and when used together, supports the student’s learning process more than when used alone. The learning diary should be included as part of the course evaluation. This way the student's learning process can be also taken into account in the course evaluation to enable a more constructivist approach in the assessment. The active and inspiring attitude of the instructor plays an important role in motivating students in the flipped classroom. Besides developing pedagogical models, schools should also invest in developing the instructor's pedagogical abilities, such as coaching skills. An interesting topic for further research would be to utilize learning analytics in the flipped classroom course to find challenges in studying in real-time and to further the role of the instructor more proactive.

**Recommendations**

In conclusion, a five-step guide for teachers who considering using flipped classrooms and learning diaries in their courses follows:

1. Plan your course with flipped classroom approach and prepare learning materials such as recorded lecture videos.
2. Prepare instructions for writing a learning diary and consider taking advantage of the learning diary in the course evaluation.
3. Ensure that students are activated during the course (face-to-face and online).
4. Take care of active communication and students’ guidance also during independent studying.
5. Pay attention to the teacher’s active and coaching role during the course.
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## Appendix A

### Learning Outcomes and the Core Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
<th>Core content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After completing the course, the student:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• can tell what a law is and what its significance is in society</td>
<td>• Introduction to law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• can obtain legal information from various sources</td>
<td>• Legal order and basic concepts of law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• understands the importance of EU law for the Finnish legal system</td>
<td>• Fundamentals of contract law and representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• understand the key regulations of contract law, consumer law, and commercial law from the perspective of both individuals and companies</td>
<td>• Practicing business and company law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• know the key regulations related to different types of companies</td>
<td>• Marketing regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• understand the legal differences between different types of companies</td>
<td>• Debt and debt collateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• understand the key regulations related to debt and collateral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• can apply the learned knowledge to example situations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• can prepare contract and company law documents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

The Evaluation Criteria of Basics of law Course

| Grade 5: | In the learning diary, the student shows a critical and analytical reflection on the topics of the course and his/her learning. The reflection on legal matters is expert, comparative and evaluative. The student consistently uses legal sources as well as legal concepts to support reflections. In the learning diary, the student presents his/her views and experiences and considers and justifies them from the perspective of law. The written text is consistent, understandable, and correct. The report prepared complies with the given report guidelines and has been submitted in time. The student has carefully prepared and completed all the learning assignments and participation in the course and review of the assignments has been active. |
| Grade 3-4: | In the learning diary, the student shows reflection on the topics in the course and on his/her learning. The reflection on legal matters is expert and relevant. The student uses legal sources as well as legal concepts to support reflections. In the learning diary, the student presents his/her views and considers and justifies them from the perspective of law. The written text is understandable and correct. The report prepared largely complies with the given report guidelines and has been submitted in time. The student has completed the learning assignments and participated in the course and review of assignments. |
| Grade 1-2: | In the learning diary, the student shows reflection on the topics in the course and on his/her learning. The reflection on legal issues is mostly referencing to correct subject. The student can use legal sources and legal concepts to support reflections. In the learning diary, the student presents his/her views and considers them from the perspective of law. The written text is understandable. The report prepared complies mostly with the given report guidelines and has been submitted in time. The student has completed most of the learning tasks, and participation in the course and review of assignments has been weak. |
| Grade 0: | The student has not submitted the learning diary. A learning diary is just a reference to lectures or a book. The learning diary does not contain students' reflections of course content or learning. The learning diary does not follow the given report guidelines and the text is very hard to understand. The student has not participated in the course or review of assignments at all. The student has not done any learning assignments. |